
Week commencing 6th July Year four home 

learning.    ( this is available to watch – 

Http://www.youtube.com/Watch?v=vh95a4iv2u  

THE ATROCIOUS FAIRYTALE 

by Daniel Errico 

I must warn you… this book is ATROCIOUS! 

The cover has mud all over it, and one of the pages has sprung a leak. 

Even some of the order are in the wrong words. 

It is the worst of the worst, so don’t say I didn’t warn you… 

Our story begins with an atrocious King, None of his laws ever made any sense. 

“Tuesday?” he laughed, “There is no such day, and I’ll hear no more of it as long 

as I am king.” From that day on in the kingdom, Monday was followed 

by second Monday or first Wednesday. 

His daughter was an atrocious Princess. She was not fancy and polite like most 

princesses, despite the princess lessons she took each day. She never brushed her 

hair. She smelled of month- old bananas, and she was very devious. 

One day the Princess went missing. In her place there was a note that read: 

“I’ve taken the Princess. You me catch never will.” 

After reading the note twice to understand it, the King commanded the greatest 

hero in the land to find his daughter. The greatest hero in the land happened to 

be an atrocious hero. He was often too frightened to leave his home, and he was 

also scared by butterflies. 

However, he had once defeated two caterpillars and a moth in a single battle, and 

this made him the greatest of all the heroes in the land. The hero rode to the 

castle of the meanest villain in the kingdom, but the villain, too was atrocious.  

He brought flowers to old ladies whenever he could. And out of the kindness of 

his heart, he once built a house for someone who needed it. [The hero] 

The hero stormed the gate and charged into the dungeon of the villain’s castle. 

“Surrender the Princess!” he yelled while shaking in his armour. 

http://www.youtube.com/Watch?v=vh95a4iv2u


“I don’t have a Princess,” said the villain, “I use this dungeon to bake cookies”  

the hero was more confused than usual.  

“If you didn’t take the Princess, then who did?” asked the hero. “We should go 

ask the dragon what he thinks.” 

Mind you, this was an atrocious dragon. He was known for being tidy and wise, 

not fierce and ferocious like dragons are supposed to be. He brushed his teeth 

every night, and when he breathed, there was no fire, just minty freshness. 

The dragon was very upset when they found him. “Someone’s stolen my gold, 

and they left this note in its place!” he cried. 

It read: 

“Your gold is with the Princess! Mine now is it!” 

“This is odd,” said the hero. “Very odd,” said the villain. “Frmph,” said the 

dragon who always flossed his teeth when he was upset. “Perhaps the Queen 

knows something.” 

The Queen was running around the castle when they arrived. She, actually, was 

not so atrocious (for it was she who hired the royal scribe who wrote this very 

book). “My treasures are missing” she cried. “My books and jewels, and my fine 

silk. Someone has taken them and left this atrocious note.” 

It read: 

“Your treasure is mine! Do not trying to bother find it.” 

“Whoever has stolen your treasure has the Princess,” said the hero. “Here are 

some flowers,” said the villain. “Look!” said the dragon, “there are footprints of 

dirt on the floor.” 

They followed the footprints all the way up to the tallest tower in the tallest part 

of the castle. When they looked inside they found all the gold, books, jewels, and 

silk, covered in dirt. And sitting on a throne on top of the pile, was the Princess. 

“Why did you steal these things and make us look for you?” asked the Queen. “I 

didn’t want to go to my writing lessons!” said the Princess, “Who needs 

writing?”  “You do,” said the Queen.  

The villain, knight, and dragon all nodded in agreement. The Queen made the 

Princess return what she had stolen and apologise. 



From that day on, the King made the Princess go to her lessons six days a week. 

She was an atrocious student when they began, but she got better each day. It 

took the dragon hours to brush all the dirt off his coins. The villain developed a 

taste for soggy cookies, and he baked them all the time. The hero decided it was 

finally time to battle a butterfly… and he lost. 

As for the Queen, she insisted that the entire atrocious tale be written inside of 

one of her muddy books.  I warned you this book was atrocious, and now it is 

over! 

Perhaps, one day you could write a better one… 
 

Comprehension1: 

1) There is a warning at the start of this story what is it? 

2) Why do you think the author chose to put a warning at the start of this 

tale? 

3) What is wrong with the 3rd line of the story? 

4) What does the word atrocious mean? 

5) Which day of the week was not allowed in the kingdom? 

6) What sort of lessons did the princess have each day? 

7) Do you think the lessons were working? 

8) Was she a nice princess? Use the text for clues to back up your 

reasoning. 

9) Why do you think the king had to read the note twice to understand it? 

10) What was the hero afraid of? 

11) What does the word defeat mean? 

12) What nice thing did the villain do? 

Comprehension 2: 

1) Who do you think the hero built a house for, use the text to help you with 

your answer? 

2) ‘The hero stormed the gate’ explain how someone storms! 

3) Why was the hero shaking in his armour? 

4) What does the villain do in his dungeon? 

5) What is a dungeon? 



6) Where did the hero and villain go? 

7) What is the dragon like? 

8) What had been stolen from the dragon? 

9) What was the queen doing when they arrived at her castle? 

10) Was the castle very big? How do you know? (look for clues to help) 

11) The princess thinks she does not need writing lessons bet we know that 

she does. Why does she need writing lessons? 

12) How did the characters all live ‘happily ever after’? 

 

Writing task1: 

This story starts in a castle. The king and queen live in a castle. Your task is to 

describe a castle. It could be an imaginary one of your own, or it could be a 

castle that you have been lucky enough to visit. You need to paragraph your 

work. Remember to include: 

 Use your 5 senses 

 Remember to link your sentences (don’t make it a list!) 

 Think about how things hang (pictures- lights-curtains), shine(lights- 

windows-worktops), stand (tables- chairs- statues)  

 Include the exterior (outside) and the (interior) inside  

 

Writing task 2: 

The villain in this story is different to most we read about. Normally a villain is 

nasty, sneaky, evil, mean and very selfish. Your second task is to write about a 

day in the life of a villain. Villains are always plotting to get the better of 

people. They are always trying to spoil people’s days. You are the villain. Write 

about all the horrid things you get up to during the day. Remember to use: 

 First person 

 An informal style ( e.g. Tee! Hee! I can’t wait to see their faces when 

they realise that I have frozen the door shut!”) 

 Tell the reader what it is you are scheming and why 



 Start with your grand plan for the day ( spoiling a party – making the cake 

go wrong – mixing up the music – making things fall down) 

 Paragraph your work to each thing that you successfully plan and carry 

out.  

Spellings: 

important increase interest island perhaps 

popular quarter question reign remember 

 

Use look, cover write check for your spellings as you practice writing them. 

Write one sentence for each of the spellings. Use inverted commas in your 

sentences. SO SOMEONE HAS TO SAY SOMETHING IN YOUR SENTENCE 

and you have to include your spelling word too!  

e.g “Why do you think it is important to wash our hands?” asked the teacher.  

SPAG: (spelling, punctuation, grammar) 

In all of our writing we use word classes such as nouns, verbs and adjectives. All 

of these are important because they are the words from which all sentences are 

made. In the following sentence there is a bracket around each word to say 

which ‘class’ it should belong to.  

The (determiner) children (noun) walked (verb) over (preposition) the bumpy 

(adjective) bridge (noun).  

Write the following sentences inserting brackets after the words to show which 

class the word belongs to.  

1) Many monkeys climb up trees to reach the lush green fruit. 

2) Some parents walk children down the road to school. 

3) The milkman drove to the door and left the milk on the doorstep. 

4)  The boys raced across the field to play football. 

5) Several firefighters stood and watched as the building burnt. 

6) This book is the best I have read shouted the little girl. 



SCIENCE: 

We have learned about different animals and we have learned about our teeth 

and what happens to our food after we have eaten it. This week we are going to 

think about food and how it helps us all. In science we have what we call food 

chains.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLq2datPo5M 

Watch this short video about food chains. It explains what a food chain is and 

how they can be very simple or a bit more complicated. When you have watched 

it you need to be able to identify and define the following words: 

Producer        Consumer           predator             prey       decomposer    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLq2datPo5M


In science when we draw food chains we use arrows to show which direction the 

food chain goes in. The arrow means ‘is food for’.  

FOR EXAMPLE:  

                        

 

 

                      

 

 

 

 

                                           

 

So Grass is the producer, which is food for the aphid, which is food for the blue 

tit, which is food for the cat, which when it dies turns into decomposers, which 

is food for the grass.  The aphid is the primary consumer- it is the first thing 

to eat something else in the food chain. 



The blue tit is the secondary consumer it is also a predator of the aphid it preys 

on aphids.  

The cat is a tertiary consumer it is third in line to eat. It is also a predator, it 

preys on the blue tit.  

When the cat dies it decomposes (rots) and turns into food for new grass to 

grow.  

 

Your task is to draw your own food chain. Use arrows to indicate (show) which 

item is food for which. Remember you food chain starts with a producer (a 

plant) even sea weed is a producer, so if you want to do a food chain with a sea 

theme you can. You could use our gardens to show food chains or you could think 

about animals in the wild like tigers, gazelles or any other animals. When you 

have drawn your food chain then you should write a short paragraph under it to 

explain which parts are consumers, which parts are prey, which parts are 

predators and which parts are decomposers. 

 

CHALLENGE; when you have watched the video you will have learned about food 

webs too! Can you create a food web using pictures and wool or string to link all 

the animals and foods together?   

History: 

Today we can buy any foods we like. We simply go to the supermarket and they 

are there. Many, many, years ago though this was not the case. People hunted 

for their food. They only ate what they caught and did not catch food that they 

would not eat. This meant that they did not waste food. Early settlers used 

simple traps to catch their prey. Here are some pictures of some of the ways 

that people trapped their food. 

  



This trap is quite simple. A large stone is held up by 

a stick, which is attached to a rock. The stick has a piece of string attached to 

it. When the animal comes to the rock to sit in the shade the hunter pulls the 

string. The stick falls and the rock falls on the animal! You would have to be 

very patient and very quiet while you waited for the animal to come.  

 This trap is made of lots of twigs and small 

branches. It is made into a tunnel that gets narrow at one end. Leaves and 

branches would be hiding this. A rabbit would hop into the bushes and soon find 

that they were inside this cage.  

 This trap uses an old bucket and has some 

delicious goodies waiting inside. The lid is held up by a thin twig which breaks as 

the rabbit enters the bin to eat the food inside. When the twig breaks the lid 

shuts down behind the rabbit who is now stuck inside.  



 This trap is a very painful trap, but would have been 

used to catch larger animals such as bears and antelope. (Again they only 

trapped and caught what they were going to eat- if they did not catch anything 

they all went hungry) It is a painful trap which traps the beasts’ foot as they 

step into the middle. When the animals foot hits the square the teeth that you 

can see on the outside spring up towards the animals ankle and grip it really 

tightly.  

Your task is to draw and design your very own trap. It can be as elaborate as 

you want. Remember we have learned about electronic circuits in science so if 

you want to include some form of electricity to make your trap work you can. 

You should draw your trap and then label it. Underneath your drawing you need 

to explain how it works and what you are going to catch in your trap.  

Geography: 

We Know that plastic is bad for the environment. You have learned many things 

about plastic over the last few years. We all know how bad plastic is. During this 

time of hardship and troubles many people are wearing masks and gloves, all of 

which are made of plastics. For lots of people they are essential (very important 

and are needed by people to do their jobs). They keep people feeling safe, they 

help to stop the spread of coronavirus.  Despite this everywhere we go now we 

see used, unwanted, discarded gloves and masks thrown away in the streets.  

Task 1: 

Your task is to write to Boris Johnson. You want to explain to him that you are 

fed up with walking down your street and seeing these things thrown away and 

not put in the bin. It is a letter of complaint and you want something done about 

this. Remember to include the following: 

 



 Start the letter Dear Prime Minister 

 Use your first sentences to explain why you are writing to him (I am 

writing to you about a very serious matter, that of dangerous litter in 

our streets) 

 Your first paragraph should say what you have noticed and that you are 

worried about it 

 Your second paragraph should be about how dangerous this is and that 

we must do something now 

 Your last paragraph should be about how to solve it (in my opinion I think 

we should – issue fines/ employ more street cleaners/make a special 

program to go out on TV to tell people about this issue) 

 You should sign off your letter saying that you look forward to hearing 

from him.  

Remember also that you really want to get the point across that you, as a child, 

want this solved before you become an adult! You need to really explain how 

worried you are. Explain about the effects this has on the environment. Explain 

how sick this could make people, how this problem could spread diseases more 

not get rid of them.  

Task2: 

Your second task is to design a poster encouraging people not to throw their 

unwanted gloves or masks on the floor or on the streets. Make it bright, 

colourful, give it a snappy slogan, clear message eye catching. You want everyone 

to take notice of this – your future may depend on this! 

 

PHSE: 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Above are some activities to help with your mental wellbeing. They will help you 

to relax. They will take your mind off things. Most of them involve listening. 

Sometimes there is so much noise going on around us that we stop ‘really’ 

listening. These activities help us to switch off the noises we are used to and to 

concentrate on those noises we should be aware of. Perhaps you could do them 

as a family. If the family all listen to the same piece of music and draw a line on 

paper to show what you feel, you could compare your lines with someone else in 

the family.  

Maths:  



 

 



 

 

 



 

R.E: 

What is a proverb? 

 It is a short, well-known pithy saying, stating a general truth or piece of advice. 

In the Christian faith in their holy bible there is a whole book of proverbs. Proverbs 

are usually short statements that are easy to remember. They give people advice or 

little nuggets of wisdom that help us to lead a good life. They remind us that if we do 

good things and listen to the advice we can all benefit.  

All religions have them.  

In Sikhism Guru Nanak often quoted a proverb to help people to learn things. For 

example he said: “many heads are better than one” 

This was his way of saying that if we all put our ideas together we will be able to 

achieve much. Think of all the times that you worked in a group or as a class at the 

start of this year, didn’t we do so much better when we all had some ideas and tried a 

bit of every ones?  

In the Christian faith the proverb “many hands make light work” could almost mean the 

same. When we all pull together isn’t the task much easier? Don’t we do a better job 

when everyone helps?  



When we are talking about learning we can also listen to the proverbs that the prophet 

Muhammad said. He said “Seek knowledge from the cradle to the grave”.  This means 

that even when we have left school or are really old we should never stop learning! Ask 

your parents/grandparents if they have learned anything today? – I bet the answer is 

yes! 

And a proverb from the Jewish religion is “You must go out into the world to really 

know how lovely your home is”. This means that it is not until you go and look around at 

how other people live and what their problems might be that you really appreciate how 

wonderful your home is; even though you may not think so at the time. Just think for 

one moment of all those people who live in tiny shacks made of metal, with no 

electricity or flushing toilets- aren’t you glad that your home has both? 

Here are a list of a few proverbs. Read through them and choose 4 that you like. Then 

write what you think they mean and why.  

 Laughter is heard farther than weeping 

 Take time to enjoy the little things because, one day, you might realise that they 

were the big things. 

 Too many cooks spoil the broth 

 People in glass houses should not throw stones 

 The only hard thing in school is the furniture and floor 

 A bad workman always blames his tools 

 A chain is only as strong as its weakest link 

 Actions speak louder than words 

 A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step 

 An apple a day keeps the doctor away 

 An idle brain is the devil’s workshop 

 Appearances can be deceptive. 

 

 


